Abstract. A tree can be represented by a language consisting of a suitable coding of its finite branches. We investigate this representation and derive a number of reductions between certain equivalence problems for context-free tree grammars ~nd recursive program schemes and the (open) equivalence problem for DPDA's. This is the first ~zrt of th~s work: it is devoted to technical results on prefix-free languages and strict deterministic grammars. Application to context-free tree grammars will be published in the second part.
generated by a schematic grarm,aar, the language of its finite branches is generated by a context-free grammar that can be constructed from the schematic grammar and is strict deterministic [ 18] .
We obtain in particular the two following results: (1) A lo~Uy finite tree is algebraic if and only if the language of its branches is deterministic (i,e. is a deterministic context-free language).
(2) The equivalence problems for schematic grammars anti DPDA's are interreducible.
In order to prove the "if" part of (1) we characterize those strict deterministic grammars which are associated with schematic grammars. We call them complete deterministic, a refinement of Harrison and HaveFs definition. The concept of a complete fang,rage is introduced in order to characterize the languages which a~e (up to an isomorphism) the ianguage of branches of some locally finite tree. About context-free tree grammars, we also obtain that the equivalence problem~ for simple deterministic tree grammars and DPDA's are interreducible. This resu[~ is of special interest since the equivalence problem for simple deterministic gram~aars is solvable [21, 4] as the equivalence problem for DPDA's is open.
The paper is divided into two parts. The first one consists of the present introduction, and preliminary results of language theory. Definitions and notations about languages, context-free grammars and deterministic pushdown-automata (DPDA's) are fixed in Sectic~n 1. The concept of a complete langua,;e is defined and studied in Section 2. Two ways of completing a given language are considered, which become effective when applied to a deterministic language. Section 3 deals with strict deterministic grammars and several refinements of the definition of [ 18] which will be useful for apolicafions to tree grammars. ~i'he second part, to be published in lhe next issue of this journal, will use the material of the first one to study tree grammars. Context~fiee tree languages and their ,..;et:~; of branches will be defined and studied in Section 4, infinite algebraic trees, (associated with recursive program schemes) in Section 5.
The numbe:d~g of a theorem, definition etc., indicates the section where it stands (e.g. Theorem 3.14 in Section 3, hence in the first part of the paper).
This paper is based on the author's doctoral dissertation [6] . Certain ot the results have been presented at the 15 th Annual Symposium on Switching and Automata Theory, New Orleans, 1974 [5] and at the 3 rd G.I. Conference on Theoretical Computer Science at Darmstadt, 1977.
Preliminaries
We fix notations for sets, I~.:Jguages, context-free grammars and DPDA's. Our definitions differ on some teomical points from the classical ones.
We let Card(X) denote the cardinality of a set X and 2 x its power set. For a partial mapping A: X -, Y, A(x)~ abbreviates "A(x)is defined" and A(x)? "A(x)is undefined". If n is a positive integer, [n] denotes the set { 1, 2 ..... n}. We denote by X-Y the set of elements of X which do not belong to Y.
A partition of a set X is a set rr of pairwise disjoint non-empty subsets of X the union of which is X. The elements of rr are called the blocks of the partition ~r and zr will be frequently enumerated as a family rr ={X~/i ~ I} indexed with some set L An equivalence relation is cantmical!y associated with a partition by: a-b(modrr) iffo. b~X~ for someicL
In the context of a fixed partition rr we use a --b instead of a -b (mod rr). A partial order on the set of partitions of some set X is defined by:
zr ~ zr' iff every block of rr is containe:i in some block of rr'.
If ~-and 17" are partitions of two disjoint sets X and X' then 7r ~ 7r' is a partition of X~'X'; if Y=X we denote by ~rnY={ac~Y/amY~O and a6~r} the restricticn of ~ to Y (it is a partition of Y).
We now recall some definitions and notations on words and languages. If X is a (possibly infinite) alphabet, X* denotes the set of words on X and e the empty word. The length of a word u ~ X* is denoted [u [, its mirror image is denoted fi and, if u ~ e, its leftmost ,;ymbol is denoted FIRST(u).
The set X* is ord~ered by the prefix order: u---< v iff v = uw for some w ~ X* (u is a prefix of v). "]'he relation --< ;xtends to languages in the following way: for u ~X*, L, L'c ~*, u---<L' iff u--< v for some v ~ L' and L--<L' iff u-<L' for all u eL. A language Lc X* i~ prefix-free (in French: prdfixe) if u., clos par prgfixe) if u --< L implies u~L. It wW. be useful to consider k-tuples of languages, especially in Sections 4 and 5 but a,~so when considering strict deterministic grammars: this will give us some nice formulations.
For k "zN, k I> 1 a k-language on X is a k-tuple of languages i = (Lt ..... L~). Let S.JM (F-,) =U{Ldl <~i<~k} and a(I~)=a (SUM(F,) ). A multi!anguagc is a klanguage for some ~c. A k-language is prefix-):ree if SUM(/])is prefix-free and L~ n I,i = ,,0 for 1 ~< i< j ~< k.
We now give some background on context-free gram~ars (in French: gr~, mmazres algdbriques ). We also define R(G, $i)= {mJ1 ~ j ~ si}. We will mainly deal with prefix-free deterministic languages [16] , defined by deterministic pushdown automatas (DPDA's) (in French: automates ddterministes it #le).
A DPDA is a 6-tuple a = (Q, X, F, & qo, Z0) with set of states Q, input alphabet A, pushdown alphabet F.(~ will accept by empty store and needs no final states.) We assume that qo~ Q, Z0~F and that the transition function 8 is a partial mapping: Q × (X ,,.) {e }) x F -~ G x F* such that 8 (q, e, Z)~ implies 8 (q, a, Z)I' for alI q ~ Q, Z ~ F and a ~X. A configuration of ~ is a r:,air (q, m)~ Q x F*, the mode of (q, m) is (q, FIRS: .I?(m )) and FIRST(m) is the top-mos~ symbol of the stack m. The mode is undefined if m = e. (Some author~ write (q, r~:) the configuration that we write (q, m)) The behaviour of ,z fis described by a binary relation, the transition on the set Q x X* x I'* of instantaneous descriptions. The transition is denoted ~-----anddefinedby (q,u,Z)l -(q',v,m')iff 6(q,a,Z)=(q',m") Proo|. Let o = (Q, X, F, 6, q0, Z0). It is not faithful if some transition can lead f:om a reachable configuration to a non-live one. We will prevent such a possibility in ~z'. Note that the liveness of a configuraticn (q, Zm) of a does not depend only on the mode but aJ~u on the whole content of the pushdown store. But we will modify a in order to satisfy the former, and then, it will be possible to eliminate transitions leading to v.cn-live configurations. To do so we first investigate the structure of live configurat|ons.
For m a F* and k = O let us define:
Intuitively, p(m, k) is the set of states q such that the configuration (q, m) is transfo,med into (q', e) for some q' ~ k by some input w vrd u ~ X*. Clear!y, (q, .,~,)
is live if and only if q ~ p(m, Q). And we haw~ the following facts: (1) .r(c,k)=k, (2) 
undefined otherwise.
The reader will easily prove by induction on n that: (2) The transformation of ~z into ~z' preserves a number of properties of ~z: the real-t:ime-ness, the number of statPs. This technical remark wi!l be useful in proposition 2.19.
Complete ianguage~
We introduce here zr-strict and 7r-comp!ete languages. These languages naturally appear when one considers the set of branches of a tree, as we will do in Sections 4 and 5. The notion of a complete language is an extension of that of complete prefix-free code defined in Nivat [22] . We examine the completeness of context-free and deterministic languages and define several ways of completing a given language 0vhlch are effective for deterministic languages.
I. zr-strk.t and ~r-complete languages
Defin|tiou 2.1. Let X be a finite alphabet and 7r a partitic, n of X. A language 
Examples. (1) Let X={a,b,c,d,f}
and 7r = {{a, b, c}, {d,f}}. The language L = {a, bd, bfa, ca, cb, cc} is ~r-strict but not n--complete; L'=Lw{bfb, bfc} is ~-complete; L"= {a, bab, b=d, bfc} is prefix-free but not 7r-strict.
(2) By using an appropriate coding, the set of branc~e~ of a tree can be characterized as a ~r-eomplete language.
Let us ,define ¢(u,L)-for-L=X* and u~X* to be {a~X/uav~L for some o ~ X*}. Intuitiwfly, o-(u, L) is the set of ietzers a of-X such that ua is a prefix of some word in L. In othe, r words, when reading a word w = uav from left to right. you are sure that w is not in L if a is not in ¢(u, L).
Condition 2 inL Definition 2.1 means that or(u, L) is contained in some block of ~r for all prefix u of L. Condition 3 means that ¢r(u, L) is empty or is a block cg ~r.
The following lemma is given without proof since it is only a routine application of definitions. We will often do so in the sequel.
Lemma 2.2. A language is 7r-complete iff it is maximal for inclusion among the family of or-strict languages.
Remark 2.3. If rr ={X}, a It-complete language is just a maximal prefix-free language~ i.e. a complete prefix-free code (in French: code pr#fixe complet) as defined' in [22] . We will use the abbreviation CPC in the sequel.
For an arbitrary language L, the set of non-empty or(u, L) for u ~X* is not necessarily a partition of X. But there exists a least partition u such that or(u, L) is conta';ned in some block of p for each u ~X*. Let us denote it by ux(L).
is ~r-complete iff it is ~,x(l'~)-complete. Hence if X = a (L), the language L is complete for at most one partition of X.
Hence the completeness of a language is an intrinsic property. In fact, a language is complete iff it is prefix-free and for all u, v, w, u', v' ~ X*, for all a, b ~ X:
for some w' ~ X*.
Proposition 2.5. (1) If L c X* is w-complete and u ~ X* then u \L is ~r-complete. (2) Xf L is prefix-free, and LL' SO, then LL' is 1r-complete iff L and L' at. ~r-complete.

How to complete a language
We consider here how to transform a non complete language into a complete one. Later we will apply these constructions to context-free languages and obtain inte~-esting differences between deterministic and non-deterministic langu ages.
Two different completions will be defined. The first one simply adds some words in order to obtain a complete language.
Let L be a ,r-~trict language. Let /S,~ =LwK where K = iua/u ~_X*, a ~X, aC:tr(u,L) and a-b for some b~o'(u,L)}. Then:
This means that our completion L,~ is minimal w~th respect to the order --< on languages.
We will write/_7, instead of/[~ if 7r = {X}. Hence/~ is the minimal CPC containing the prefix-free language L.
We now define the second completion. It applies to a prefix-free language L and produces a complete language I ~. on a different alphabet, such that L is an homomorphic image of/~. Let L cX* be prefix-free and 0"X*~ X'* be the following partial mapping (relative to L}: Let us give some intuition about this.
A prefix-free language L fails to be complete if it contains two words uav and u'av' such that or (u, L) ~ or(u', L) . If we replace uav by u [a, ~r(,J., L) ]," and day' by u' [a, cr(u',L) ]v' i.e. if we "repaint" the letter a using different "colors" according to what precedes a in the two words (namely u or u') this failure disappears. We ........... u. £hen L is the repaint e:~eryletter in~eeery word similarly and obtain ~#(u) from ~ set of ',repainted" words O(u)forall u e L.
We now prove that L is final among complete languages h~v_i~g sharp, image L. Let~0:L, L such that Lisa sha~ image of a complete language L' c y*.
Cla~an. Let uav and u'av' eL'. Then ¢(O(u) It is dear that 0 = ~b * 0; hence 0 restricted to L' is one-to-one. 
Thecompleteness of context-free languages
For context-free languages, we obtain some negative results: 
The case of detel~,nmistic languages
The previous negative results show that the completeness condition does not fit to general context-free languages. On the other hand it fits very well to dete~ni~tic ones. Theorem 2.14. Given any prel~x-Eree deterministic language L ~ X* one ran effectively:
(1) compute vx (L ), (2) 
decide i[L is complete, or i[L is w-strict, (3) construct a DPDA ~ such that N(A)= £, (4) construct a DPDA 7~,~ such th¢:t N(~,,) = L,~ for a partition ~r >~ ~,(L).
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, one canassume that L = N(a.) for some faithful DPDA a -(0, X, F, 8, ao, Zo). Since ,~ is deterministic and faithful, for all u ~ X* one and only one of the following three conditions it~ satisfied:
( 
)/(q, Z) is a reachable mode of a.}. This set is computable" so is px(L).
A DPDA a is ~r-strict (resp. 7r-complete) if i.t is faithful and for each reachable mode (q,Z), A(q,Z)=a for some a~Ir (resp. A(q,Z)~Iru{~}). Hence for a faithful DPDA ,~, the language N(,~) is rr-striet (resp. ~r-complete) iff a. is ~r-strict (resp. ~r-complete); this property is decidable and the second assertion is proved.
Let ~. = (Q, ,~, F, ~, qo, Zo) such that:
g(q, e, Z)= 8(q, e, Z) if 8(q, e, Z)$, 8(q,[a,a],Z)=8(q,a,Z) it' aEa=A(q,Z).
By induction on n, one pn Jves that Most properties of ,r-strict and ~r-complete languages easily extend to multilanguages. The following definitions and results will be used later: a multilangua£e E = (Lx,..., Lk) is ,r-strict (resp. ,r-complete) if i= is prefix-free (see Section 1) and SUM(L) is ~r-strict (resp. ,r-complete). Hence /S is an ordered partition of a ,rostdct (resp. ,r-eemplete) language some blocks of which may be empty.
With (2)/~e(,~) is ,r-complete if/,~ is ~-complete.
Strict and complete deterministic grammars
Strict ~eterministic grammars, defined by Harrison and Havel~ [18] generate the prefix-free deterministic languages. We refine this notion into that of a *r-stric~ deterministic grammar with respect to a partition ,r of the terminal alphabet. These grammars generate the deterministic languages which are ,r-strict, then called ,r-strict deterministic without ambiguity. We also define the ,r-complete deterministic grammars, which generate the ,r-complete (and) deterministic languages
The motivation of such definitions will appear in Sections 4 and 5. But we think they are natural generalizations of that of [18] which are interesting by themselves. Let us draw the reader's attention to Proposition 3.14 by which a property of a grammar is inferred from a property of the language it generates. A strict partition rr is complete if: P2: for all S ~ N, for all To T' ~ V and a,/3 ~ V*, if S --> aT~3 and T'-T, then S' -* a T'/3' for so~,~. S' -S and :6' e V*.
Strict and complete partitions of a context-free grammar
In the first case G is ,r-strict deterministic (denoted also ,r-SD), in the second one, (7 is ,r-complete deterministic (or ,r-CD). A grammar is strict deterministic (resp. complete deterministic) if it is ,r-SD (resp. *r-CD) for some partition *r.
In [18], Harrison and Havel do not introduce complete deterministic grammars. They only co~asider strict partitions zr such that X ~ zr, but the two classes of strict deterministic grammars are the same. A lot of their results will be valid with slight changes only.
An axiom A~ = (~t~,..., A~)~ (N ~ {~3}) k for a ~--strict deterministic (resp, rcomplete deterministic) grammar G(X, N) must satisfy the following condition P3 (resp. P4): 
3.$. ,r[ G(X, N\ A) is 7r-strict deterministtc the associated , redl~ced (resp. A-reduced).grammar G' is rr'-strict deterministic {where zr' is tl~e res;ric;,'o~;: o[ 7r to the alphabet cf G')
Proof. Theorem 2.1 of [18]. 1:3
Remark 3,.6. The A-reduction preserves the completeness of a strict deterministic grammar but the 0greduction does not.
Example 3.7. ~e following gran~mar G(X, N, ,~)is ~r-complete deterministic:
• A1 = aS1A1,
~= (A~, A2), 1r={{A~, A2}, {S1, Se}, {U}, {R}, {a, b}, {c.. d}}. By deleting U we get an A-reduced ~--complete deterministic grammar.
It .;s dear that L(G, A1)=L(G, R)=I~.
Her~ce, by t~-reduction we get the grammar G' with axiom (O, A2):
It is ~r'-strict deterministic for ~r' =-{{A2}, {$1, $2}, {a, b}, {c, d}~-but not ~"-complete deterministic since at least one element of the form cS2S~w for some w ~ V ~ i~ nfissing in t~(G', S~)w R(G', $2).
Languages generated by SD and CD grammars
Dt.~iuition 3.8. Let er be a partition of an alphabet X. Two words u, u' ~ X* ale • r-con]ugated ~ff {u, u'} is a ¢r-striet language. Hence a language L = X* is er-strict iff every two elements of L are ~--conjugated. It is strict deterministic with minimal partition T~}, {Ua, U2, U3}, {a, b, c, d}} but not complete deterministic for any partition. It generates the ~r-complete language L ={ac, ada, adb, bc, bdc, bdd} with Ir ={{a, b}, {c, d}}. But ~r= ~,x(L)<
~(O)nX.
The following proposition is a converse of Proposition 3.12 (2) . Example 3.13 shows that/:(G) must be assumed 7r-complete and not only complete. Lh c u\L(o') . Let v = no' ~ L(or) and S--, y :=~* uv' for some S cor. By the left part t~eorem [19] (but a direct proof is easy) y = ay' ar~d y'->*v' Hence y'=Td3 fol some l<~i<~h and t3e V * and v'eL(Ti)L(G,~) . Hence L' =u\L(or) . The language L' is ~r-complete since L(or) is (Proposition 2.5 (1)) and so is the h-language (L(T1),... ,L(Th)) by the following extension of Proposition 2.5(2): Lemma 3.16. If L1, ..., Lh, L~, ..., L'~ are nonempty languages such that (L1, ..., ..., L'~ and (L ~, . . . , Lh ) Since G is A-reduced, d(S)< oo for all S e N and we have proved that rt definer, above is a block of rr for every S e N and 8 ~ V*, hence that G is r-complete deterministic. [] We now recad that strict deterministic grammars generate deterministic languvges. We introduce a new class of grammars which 'lies halfway between SD and CD grammars. These grammars arise from the converse of Proposition 3.17. Let ~-be a p~tion of V = X ~N. D~nifion 3.18. A grammar G(X, N,,~) is ~r-semicomplete deterministic if it satisfies coadition~ P0, P1 and P4 (hence is ¢r-striet deterministic) and the following condition which is weaker than P2: P'2: for all S, T, T' ~N, for all a, ~ ¢ V* such that T'-~ T and S-*aT[J there exists S' ~-S and/3' ~ V* such that S' -~ a,T'lSr'.
The only difference with P2 is that T, T' range here over N (the non-terminal alphabet) and not over V (the; full alphabet of the gramma0. Wu usc t~e abbreviation ~r-SCD for ~r-semicomplete deterministic. G'(X, N', ,4) in Greibacn normal form which satisfies properties 1 to 4 of G in Theorem 3.20 Roof.
L~t G be the reduced grammar obtained in Theorem 3.20. We show how to put it in Greibach normal form. Since G is associated with a deterministic pushdown automaton, for all S ~N, one and only one of the following three cases, Occurs:
(i) R(G, S)c XN*,
(ii) R(G,S)={e} and S is alone in its block, (iii) R(G, S)c N*.
In order to p,~v G in Greibacb normal form, we first delete S from N and replace it by e everywhere im right hand sides of equations when case (ii) occurs. 
(G', A ~) = R (G', pSp) and R (G', A 2) = R (G', pSq).
We conclude this section by summing uF our results in ~be followir~ ~hcoremq:
"r'~~ 3,24. A (multi)-language is ~r-s~ct and deterministic (resp. or.complete ar.~ deterministic) if/it is get,rated by a or-strict deterministic (resp. ¢r-,~:omplete deterministic ~.reduced) grami~ar. T~~ 3.?.5,. ~ ~qUiva~m:e problems for strict deterministic grammars, complete determinis~ grammaes: a~ DPDA's are interreducible.
In the ~nd part of this work, these results will be applied to decision problems for context-free tree grammzz~s.
